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About thirty people attended the all-day conference on Third World Centers
at Churchill House, Brown University. Major speakers, representing Brown,
Princeton, Tufts, B.U-, and Yale respectively, were Geoffrey Black, Stanley '
Kwong.'Pat Hill, Ronald Carter, and Khalid Lum. Funds for the conference
came from the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis through their College Pro-
ject fund, available to Uanforth Associates, in this case Carey Mclntosh,
Dean of Freshmen at Brown, serving here also as secretary.

.

There's considerable variety among the Third World Centers reporting:
funding ranges from $8,000 (at Yale and Princeton, supplemented by
grants and by rental of facilities) to $140,000, the operating budget
of the Martin Luther King-Center at B. U. ' Each of the four centers has
a different working relationship with its parent' University, and each
has distinctive strengths. One feature all the centers share is a full-
time director, and all four directors agree that their independent status
and 16-hour days are crucial to th.e success of their centers..

We can talk about Third World Centers first in terms of their goals as
community resources, as cultural centers, and as one sub-system within a
larger complex of student support programs, and then in terms of common
problems.
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New Haven has a black population of 45-50,000, most of whom live near
Yale, so the center at Yale plays, an important role within the local
community as a focus of cultural activities. It runs a literary magazine,
an Urban Improvement Program for tutoring in local schools, and houses an
ethnic dancers' group; it sponsors a black choir and is in touch with
virtually all black and hispanic theater in the area. It holds writers'
workshops co-sponsored by 'the English Department and Lhe New Haven Council
on the Arts; visiting poets and musicians and theater groups use its large
meeting room. It rents space at "unbeatable" rates to the Urban League,
to a .Black Police Officers' organization, to the New Haven Alliance against
Racial'Discrimination, to the NAACP.

The Afro-American Center at Tufts, like all four of the other, centers, was
founded after the assassination of Martin Luther King and as a response to
political unrest in the late 1960s. It is now deliberately reaching out to
the university to enhance community, to reduce the isolation of minorities
at a college where most . students are wealthy or from professional
backgrounds. The Tufts Center is using black faculty as resource people,
Writing a newsletter, and optitiB r'Mr co-sponsorship rather than sponsor-
ship of events, uo build up a constituaacyj it Wants JdaaS flawing in as
well as out. It feeds students chicken; it gives than, wine; it hosts a
a black awards dinner on parents' weekend.
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The governing board of the Princeton Third World Center has three members each from
five categories: Afro-American, American Indian, Asian-American plus
Hawaiian, Latino, arid "other" - this last category including whites. (Both
staff and clientele of the MLK Center at B.U. are integrated too.) The
Princeton center is therefore multi-cultural and (though it doesn't seem
to follow neccsssarily) left-wing political. ClassifJed by the university
as a "residential college," it gives courses in women's studies and in
American studies (Stan's own course attracts most of the native Americans
and Asian-Americans on campus at one time or another). Its ethnic brunches
are lively and popular.

The Staff of the MLK' Center at B.U. includes professional psychologists who
do a good deal of one-on-one counseling. Academic tutoring is offered by
graduate students, and study skills workshops (e.g. on how to write a research
paper) are run at intervals each semester. Since there are 25,000 students
at B.U., of whom 1700 identify themselves as minorities, the scope of
operations is several quantum jumps larger .than at any of the other four,
and student support programs include a Remedial and Special Education Program, •
federally funded, that recruits inner-city blacks. I won't try to do justice
to the full richness and scope of the MLK Center's activities, but just
report briefly that they include research and publications (more than 30,000
documents from the estate of Dr. King: a scholarly journal called Debate and
Understanding^ , cultural events, and community outreach programs (e.g. to
blacks at Hanscomb Air Force Base).

Most third world centers, then, have social and academic functions. Princeton
lias found its investment in.a ping-pong table and a game of "fuss-ball" (you

twiddle sticks that wiggle legs on plasti'c players inside a shallow flat
box) very worth while. Directors of third-world centers are aware of the
importance of the food that is served at various ethnic occasions, the music
that's played, the kinds of drinks drunk. Every center has a program of
lectures, movies, meals, and parties, some scheduled in advance and some
organized to take advantage of local happenings and developing interests.
Most centers sell memberships, to faculty and staff as well as students, as
a way of getting people involved. Local chapters of Pre-professional
organizations (e.g. The Black Engineers and the Black Psychological Associa-
tion) may be housed in the university's third world center.

Certain problems are common to all third world centers. Funding is crucial,
but with ingenuity and lots of volunteer time handsome things can be done
on shoe-string budgets, -jjiven the presence of a full-time director whom the
university trusts to shape his/her own kind of program. All 'third world
centers must strike a balance between isolation and co-uptedness: autonomy
is essential, but the university community must be involved and educated.
It is not easy to engage all minorities equally: the Cubans -in Princeton
pulled out when the political climate of the center thundered too loudly on
the left. It is important to convince third world sLunlunts that the center
belongs to them and they they are therefore responsible'for its activities,
its tone, its values. . At the same time, all centers h.ive an obligation both
to the university community and to the non-university community: we're
walking tightropes here, and can't not be aware of


